Safeguard duty will push tariffs up and hamper
capacity growth, say solar power developers
KSENIA KONDRATIEVA
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Solar power developers have
warned that the implementa
tion of 25 per cent safeguard
duty on solar cells and panels
imported from China and
Malaysia will push solar tariff
up, make solar powerless com
petitive and lead to slowdown
in capacity addition.
The Ministry of Finance had,
earlier this week, notified im
posing a safeguard duty of 25
per cent for a year till July 29,
2019, followed by a duty of 20
per cent for the following six
months and 15 per cent for an

other six months (till July, 29,
2020 ).
The safeguard duty was pro
posed by the DGTR after it was
found out that the increased
imports of solar cells have
caused “serious injury" and
“threaten to cause serious in
jury”
to
the
domestic
producers.
The notification was issued
despite the Orissa High Court
staying the imposition of safe
guard duty until August 20, fol
lowing a petition from one of
the largest solar developers,
ACME Solar.
An ICRA note said while im
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Although the amendments
to bidding norms approved in
April allowpassing through the
tariff increase to the off-takers,
the “loose language” makes
practical implementation of
these amendments challen
ging and leading to lengthy lit
igations, industry players say.
Subba noted the pass
through of the extra cost from
safeguard duty would require
significant time and effort for
final realisation. “Any implica
tion of duties must accompany
clarity on how pass through of
duties will be implemented
and timing for such relief for a
smooth transition," she said.
According to Shekhar, ACME
has completed 60 per cent of
work in Rewa and Bhadla solar
parks, and now will face chal
lenges in clearing the imports
of PV modules ordered for the
remaining capacity that are ex
pected to reach the ports any
time soon.
Since the safeguard duty will
be applicable to these ship
ments, the company would
need to shell additional T130
crore, which is a concern for the
developer.

